5-9-2015 Waterloo II Peace For A 50 Light Year Journey
this time!!
Saturday, May 09, 2015

10:33 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

5-9-2015 Waterloo brought to a war-weary populace almost
half a century of international peace in Europe as no
further major conflict occurred until the Crimean War in
1853. Two hundredth anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo
and the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off
the Ford Assembly line with 1 Trillion NASA Made in the USA
cans of H @ -254 C to light your home and Frontal Lobe's
with $7 Trillion in Apple iApps preloaded on MacBook Air +
Pro's with built in iPhone 007 ++ at your Starbucks ready for
your part to brainstorm 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year!

5-9-2015 ...Queen Marie Antoinette led some elements of the
people of France to view them as a symbol of... BP Oil's $777
Trillion...

...symbol of... BP Oil's $777 Trillion...
...symbol of... BP Oil's $777 Trillion...
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...symbol of... BP Oil's $777 Trillion...

...symbol of... BP Oil's $777 Trillion...

5-9-2015 WHO at the UN is a symbol of Syphilis in the Brains
of 1984 II Dictators World Wide... Name Names on your
iPhone 6 + caller id not a Rx overnight Cure brainstormed
in Key West by Greg + Wives... news from WHO at the UN...
"W.H.O. Urges More Care in Naming Diseases" By RICK
GLADSTONE NY Times The World Health Organization issued
recommendations for naming infectious diseases, concerned
about stigmas of names like swine flu and monkeypox.
5-9-2015 ...stigmas of names like swine flu and monkeypox...

5-9-2015 "InventSomething" Era of Jewish Aliens at each, all
of the 52 Nearest Stars! Hear them in the Din of your Mind!

5-9-2015 Key West... songwriters should revolve around
today... classified statistics on how many Stage 4 breast
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today... classified statistics on how many Stage 4 breast
cancer tumors came through her breast before she made a
Doctors apt... you know why these stats are classified and not
on the front page (or in a Key West Song) of the Key West
Citizen with Mandy Miles Tomorrow, Mothers Day!!

5-9-2015 Mothers with breast cancer on Mothers Day will die,
tortured by the CIA... a war crime + hate crime via gas
station hold ups on Mothers Day that let the black man
sucker punch her... with NSA + Verizon recording it!
5-9-2015 French Mothers will die on Mothers Day mass
murdered by the Elite French Generals!

5-9-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat - - 4 MD Mothers Coup
D'Etat on our 1984 II King-Louis Dictator!! He will meet his
Waterloo at Battle to Cure Breast Cancer vs Saudi + Syria
War Victories... for $10 Trillion dollar JFK Carrier Fleets
instead of helping Stage 4 women who live in fear and are
tortured by our 1984 II Dictators need + greed for $777
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! First French Republic
proclaimed on the 21st September 1792. King Louis XVI was
tried by the National Convention and executed in January
1793. His consort, Queen Marie Antionette followed her
husband to execution in October of the same year. Louis XVI
is the only King of France ever to have been executed, and
his death brought an end to more than a thousand years of
continuous French monarchy. This single event is regarded
as having ushered in the lawlessness and persecution of
what many referred to as the reign of terror.

5-9-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat - - 4 MD Mothers Coup
D'Etat on our 1984 II Furious 7 Dictators, 2 of them being
McCain and Kerry. First to be executed by MD Mothers in a
Coup to Cure Stage 4 before the tumor comes through her
breast... McCain + Kerry on Mothers Day have the classified
statistics on how many Stage 4 breast cancer tumors came
through her breast before she made a Doctors apt... you know
why these stats are classified and not on the front page of the
Key West Citizen with Mandy Miles or on the Front page of the
NY Times on Mothers Day Tomorrow!
5-9-2015 Mandy Miles @ the Key West Citizen story about
"Stories becoming Songs..." I biked by all 200 last night at the
San Carlos + Margaritaville Bar, many of the women look
like the young Madonna, Linda McCartney, hooked up to
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like the young Madonna, Linda McCartney, hooked up to
Paul... sorry to say the Hemingway Writing Class for
Songwriters is not happening today. Our 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictator is getting ready for Mothers Day tomorrow and our
Key West Mom's will be the drunkest Mom's in Florida as the
other local story is Key West Moms, men and women have
more drinks a day than any city in Florida, yes they beat
out Miami. But Miami will have more gas station hold ups
on Mothers Day... grin.

5-9-2015 When stories become songs ... "Songwriters converge
to serenade city" BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff
mmiles@keysnews.com In the hands of a skilled songwriter,
memories become melodies and stories become songs, written
quietly, gradually and with constant adjustments, false
starts and abandoned rhymes. More than 200 such
songwriters are in town from Nashville this week, performing
their own songs in intimate island venues during the 20th
annual Key West Songwriters Festival that “revolves around...
5-9-2015 ... songwriters should revolve around today...
classified statistics on how many Stage 4 breast cancer
tumors came through her breast before she made a Doctors
apt... you know why these stats are classified and not on the
front page of the Key West Citizen with Mandy Miles
Tomorrow, Mothers Day!!

5-9-2015 ...Generals + Pope's go along with sex abuse of
children by their troop, perks... under the table... By SOMINI
SENGUPTA NY Times... The United Nations accused France of
delaying an investigation into accusations that its troops
sexually abused children in the Central African Republic.
Pentagon in Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, World Wide... Moslem
Women sex abused by American Snipers + Clint Eastwood
Hollywood... Sony's War Crimes and Yoko's picture back with
mom... on to top of the Asia NY Times today. Yoko knows
about child and Moslem women sex abuse by troops...
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5-9-2015 ...cavalcades of battered Ford Econoline vans
grumble to the curbs... Queens...
5-9-2015 ... the price of nails... the price of a 2015
ElectricWindmillbattered Ford Econoline vans...
5-9-2015 ...cavalcades of battered Ford Econoline vans
grumble to the curbs Queens...

5-9-2015 "The Price of Nice Nails" Manicurists are routinely
underpaid and exploited, and endure ethnic bias and other
abuse, The New York Times has found. By SARAH MASLIN NIR
NY Times... The women begin to arrive just before 8 a.m.,
every day and without fail, until there are thickets of young
Asian and Hispanic women on nearly every street corner
along the main roads of Flushing, Queens. As if on cue,
cavalcades of battered Ford Econoline vans grumble to the
curbs, and the women jump in. It is the start of another
workday for legions of New York City’s manicurists, who are
hurtled to nail salons across three states. They will not
return until late at night, after working 10- to 12-hour
shifts, hunched over fingers and toes.
5-9-2015 12 Hours shifts on the 2015
ElectricWindmillbattered Ford Econoline vans... not in this
NY Times story on "The Price of Nice Nails" Manicurists are
routinely underpaid and exploited, and endure ethnic bias
and other abuse, The New York Times has found. By SARAH
MASLIN NIR NY Times.
5-9-2015 The New York Times was found guilt of mass murder
of Mothers on Mother's Day 2015!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.
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cars.

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com
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58 Nuke Power Plants built by Paris and no 155 Story Yale
Paris Medical Schools... 1984 II Dictators!!

French Mothers will die on Mothers Day mass murdered by
the Elite French Generals!
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5-8-2015 Higgs boson... It was the longest, most costly
manhunt in science... and worthless as 1984 II Dictators are
at Finding Jewish Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars, and putting
a stop to the CIA torture of SWF with Breast Cancer... NSA is
Headlines in the NY Times Today. Ruled illegal, grin! CERN's
call to Mary Kennedy the Mary Kennedy who will be
murdered by a Robert Kennedy tomorrow, sorry! You can't
record your cell calls Mary! CERN will also call Mary with
Stag 4 and tell her Sorry CERN is in a man hunt for atomic
particles not a cure for Stage 4. Greg's Mary in Key West can't
Brainstorm a Stage 4 conversation tomorrow either!
5-8-2015 Stage 4 bosom, breast, Rx Cure at a Newly Built
CERN killed off, and the spirit of God's best invention... It was
the longest, most costly manhunt in science lost in Mad Mens
Greed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2015.
MIT War Toys + CERN manhunt by 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
War Crimes! CERN is a hate crime... Gravity!!
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5-8-2015 Higgs boson... It was the longest, most costly
manhunt in science for an elusive particle that was said to
be key to the workings of the universe. For a generation of
physicists, it was an appointment with 1984 II history
driving in SMOG + 1984 II Foggy Bottoms of $777 in Oil
Revenues + Wars that should have been won in 1980 with the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort, when "How Gravity is
Generated" is a better manhunt for the world’s flagship
experiment, CERN’s Large Hadron Collider, where the longsought Higgs boson was discovered three years ago. Now our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide want NBC World
News about the ghostly particles known as neutrinos. CERN’s
director-general, Rolf-Dieter Heuer, said he was delighted
with the deal, which assures the future of his collider and
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with the deal, which assures the future of his collider and
keep "How Gravity is Generated" and the "flying cars" with a
Gravity Engine off NBC World News for the Next 20 years!

North Korea paid for its 2015 Model H-Bombs... Pakistan's
2015 Model H-Bombs were paid for by Pentagon's $77 Trillion
given to Pakistan Moslem Generals...

North Korea paid for its 2015 Model H-Bombs... Pakistan's
2015 Model H-Bombs were paid for by Pentagon's $77 Trillion
given to Pakistan Moslem Generals...

5-8-2015 No one paid for the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort assembly lines...
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Escort assembly lines...

5-8-2015 Mothers on Mothers Day will die, tortured by the
CIA... a war crime + hate crime via gas station hold ups on
Mothers Day that let the black man sucker punch her... with
NSA + Verizon recording it!
5-8-2015 North Korea paid for its 2015 Model H-Bombs...
Pakistan's 2015 Model H-Bombs were paid for by Pentagon's
$77 Trillion given to Pakistan Moslem Generals...
5-8-2015 $7 Trillion given to Apple for MacBook Air + Pro
with 1,001 invention projects iApps call CERN Stage 4 HQ and
CERN how is Gravity Generated HQ when CERN is
remodeled.... grin!
5-8-2015

5-8-2015
5-8-2015

5-7-2015 8 Trillion Florida Standards Assessment end-ofcourse geometry tests at Key West High School were
administered incorrectly, which invalidated the results,
according to a release issued by Superintendent Mark Porter.
The violation involved the use of provided calculators on the
first day of the two-day test. Hand-held scientific calculators
or online scientific calculators are allowed on the second
day of the assessment, but not on the first. Because students
were using the calculators on the wrong day of the test, the
Florida Department of Education declared the results
invalid.
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invalid.

Win 10 + Apple iApps for Key West High School edition of the
New England Journal of Med was not administered correctly
by Bill + Melinda Gates + Tim Cook with his new iWatch but
no subscription to the NEJM on his MacBook Pro...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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